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SECTION I

INTRODUCTION

There is a continuing interest on the part of the U. S. Army in

fin-stabilized vehicles designed to fly at low altitudes and hypersonic

velocities. Various missiles operate in this flight regime as do the

high energy, sabot-launched projectiles (KE penetrators) used to penetrate

heavy armored vehicles.

The flight environments (surface shear, heat transfer and pressure)

needed to support design activities traditionally have been obtained by

correlating laboratory or range data and extrapolating to flight conditions.

It is now recognized that finite difference methods may supplement or sup-

plant the traditional empirical approaches and offer both a better under-

standing of the flowfields and a potentially significant reduction in

design costs. The use of finite difference methods for this application

is being assessed and explored via a number of ongoing studies at various

research organizations.

Most current flowfield models consist of one of several alternative

sets of flowfield equations, a perfect gas equation of state and simple

correlations or tables for the properties (viscosity, specific heat and

Prandtl Number). Such perfect or ideal gas formulations are valid for

air flowfields provided that (1) the Mach numbers are not high enough

to cause significant dissociation, (2) there are no condensibles in the

flow and (3) there is no source of non-air elements within the flow. Real

gas effects can be important and should be included in the formulation

when any of these constraints are not satisfied.

The real gas terms associated with dissociation enter the flowfield
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model via the equation of state and the thermodynamic and transport

properties. These terms were formulated and included in an automated

solution procedure for the parabolized Navier-Stokes equations on a

previous study for AFWAL I This solution procedure is used in the >resent

study to assess the significance of real gas effects on the predicted

flowfields about typical fin-stabilized vehicles flying at hypersonic

velocities and low altitudes.

Flowfield predictions have been obtained at (or near) standard at-

mospheric conditions for three Mach Numbers (M=6, 8 and 10). The vehicle

considered consists of a spherically tipped small half angle cone joined

to a cylindrical afterbody. Predictions were made both with and without

real gas effects to allow a direct assessment of real gas effects on

the aerodynamic and aerothermodynamic environments.

The following sections discuss (1) the real gas parabolized Navier-

Stokes flowfield model, (2) the calculations performed as part of the

present study and (3) the conclusions reached as a result of the present

study.
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SECTION II

REAL GAS TERMS

Real gas terms enter the parabolized Navier-Stokes relations2 via

the equation of state, the shock fitting logic, the S matrix and the

Jacobian matrices A, B, C, M, and Au , where the terminology has been

defined previously? Perfect gas approximations are also currently em-

ployed in the calculation of the speed of sound. Modifications to the

present formulation for each of these areas will be discussed in the

following paragraphs.

1. Equation of State

The conservation equations are written in terms of an energy variable

eT defined as a total (internal plus kinetic) energy per unit volume.

In terms of commonly employed thermodynamic variables, eT can be written

as

e T - pe + p[u2 + + w2 ]12 (1)

where e is the specific internal energy (energy per unit mass). For a

perfect gas pe = p/(y-l), and Eq. (1) reduces to the form usually seen

in the literature

eT 2T + +U2  V2 4 w2 ]12 (2)

T

Most authors designate the total internal per unit volume as e. The
change to e here was done to avoid confusion with the specific internal
energy, needed to describe real gas flows.

9



For a real gas having constant elemental composition,

e = O1p,p) P (3)p

where (p,p) is a function which must be determined numerically. Sub-

stituting Eq. (3) into Eq. (1) yields

eT O 6(P,P) P + P[u 2 + v2 + w2]12 (4)

which now properly includes real gas effects. Note that Eq. (4) is

nonlinear in pressure in contrast to Eq. (2). Methods for obtaining

pressure from Eq. (4) will be discussed subsequently.

The partial derivatives of pressure with respect to the elements

(q) of the U matrix (i.e., p, pu, pv, pw, eT) will be needed in forming

the Jacobian matrices. It is convenient to obtain them now by taking the

total derivative of Eq. (4). Thus,

deT( + P A dp u- l2 + v2 +w 2  2p(

+ ud(ou) + vd(ov) + wd(pw)

The partial derivatives of pressure are easily extracted from Eq. (5) as

p'.p

_U/ +2.±I + 310
a= .5[u 2 * v2  w2 -P (6a)

_/ + p
a(Pu) ap (6c)

a(ow) " P a (6d)

10



aeT  ap- (6e)
eT a

which completes the formulation of the new pressure partial derivatives

for the Jacobian matrices.

2. The S Matrix

The elements of the S matrix represent the terms on the right side

of the conservation equations. The perfect gas formulation is correct for

the continuity and momentum equations for any thin-layer flow. However,

the energy equation includes a flux divergence term on the right side

which includes two key relations applicable only to perfect or ideal

gases. Revision of the formulation starts with a generally valid form of

the flux divergence term (FDT) which can be written as

FDT.- . (y (7)
'.- 

rUr ky

where Cartesian coordinates are employed and q is the flux, y is the

coordinate in the wall normal direction and pr' Ur' and L are reference

values of density, velocity and length used to nondimensionalize the

equation. In the perfect gas formulation, the relations

q = -k BT (8)ay

and

-.. a2

CT =a (9)
p -l

are used to reduce Eq. (7) to the form

FDT = 4 (10)
ay~ ayt1



where nondimensional variables are used exclusively and are defined as

follows:

e T = eT/PrUr

*" t t/(L/Ur)

K = k/kr

Re = rUr L/ir (Reynolds number)

Pr u r Cp /kr (Prandtl number)
f

Ur =a=

= a/Ur (sound speed)

where C is taken as the specific heat at a constant pressure for the
Pf

perfect or ideal gas. This variable will be redefined subsequently fo

real gas as the frozen specific heat (hence the f subscript).

"-. The real gas analog of Eq. (8) must include chemical changes in the

gas and the associated effects of diffusion. The heat flux becomes

,?:...q = -k T y. jihi ( 1• . + species

where the summation is taken over all the species present in the gas, Ji
is the mass flux of the ith species and hi is the species enthalpy

(energy per unit mass) and is well approximated as being a function of

temperature only h. = h (T).

The mass flux terms appearing in Eq. (11) can be formulated by

introducing Fick's law and employing the binary diffusion approximation.

Thus,

i -PD ay (12)

12
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where D is the binary diffusion coefficient and ki is the mass fraction

of the ith species. Substituting Eq. (12) and ji in Eq. (11) yields the

heat flux q as

-"aT D h 13• "-" ~~q . -k - -o. h - -(3
By-.~4 p species k (3

which is further simplified to

q = -k aT_ ah LT (14)a a - Cpf By14

In obtaining Eq. (14) from Eq. (13), the following definitions and

identities have been employed:

h k i hi  (15)

Cpf > ki Cpi (frozen specific heat) (16)

k ahi aT k.C (17)
species species

ak ah.h ki k i k -. (18)

S iay ay I i 2 3(
species species species

The Schmidt number Sc defined as

Sc E .- (19)

.

is usually employed to reduce Eq. (14) to the form

(Prc ay Pr (20)

13



which is in a form suitable for nondimensionalization and subsequent

evaluation.

Turbulence terms can be included in the heat flux formulation by

adding turbulence contributions to the thermal conductivity and diffusion

coefficient. Equation (13) with turbulence becomes

q = -(k + p c Cp) -- P(D + c - _T 1 (21)

HPf a3' D ay Bf y

where CH is the eddy conductivity, cD is the eddy diffusivity and both

are related to the eddy viscosity CM via the relations

CM

H Prt

(22)

CM

'D St

where Prt and Sct are the turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers, respec-

tively. The generalized form of Eq. (20) which includes turbulence

effects is readily obtained as

q ~ L + [h Sc L1C TI PcM [!h, +Sct - T~~I (3
:7c ay (V - a y -st ay rt- C pf By (23)

This equation can be simplified into the commonly used effective conduc-

tivity form, i.e.

q = -keff aT

for flows having constant elemental composition and negligible pressure

*" gradients in the y direction. Generally, these are valid constraints

in the region near a wall where heating rate is important provided there

is no source of foreign elements at the wall (via blowing, transpiration,

ablation, etc.). Thus, the enthalpy gradient can be written as

14



ah ;T
ay - pe  a

where Cpe is the equilibrium specific heat. Substituting this relation

into Equation (23) yields a definition for the keff*

keff PeC~ (f] -I- 1)c~] + t 1) CPf] (4

which is in its final form prior to the introduction of nondimensional

variables.

The additional nondimensional variables needed are defined as

m2
Cpf C Tr/u

Pf Pf r r

Cpe Cpe Tr

T ET/T rII- 2 u

m M -Pr EMl r

Sh 2hUr

Substituting these relations into Eq. (24) and rearranging terms yields

FDT=-j s. +z- + (25)",. P - e "T- ) "t P-t Cpf ay

Finally, Eq. (25) is transformed to generalized spatial coordinates to yield

2 i +_x y z -c Sc P

"E (- + (](26)

to be used in place of the existing term, i.e.,

15
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F DT (y 1 y Pr+ zy 1)~ (a2) (27)

where the Reynolds number has been factored out of both Eqs. (26) and (27

and appears elsewhere in the conservation equation.

Equation (26) has two terms of the form at  6P4), each of which is

differenced as

++ 6)11*+ 1 - 'P1 - (06 + C-1'' - = -I) (28)

which is the same difference equation presently used to evaluate

Eq. (27). The linearity of Eq. (28) is retained by lagging the property

evaluation -- i.e., using properties evaluated at the previous time (or

space) step. This allows the procedure developed for the perfect gas

- formulation to be employed here.

." 3. Jacobian Matrices

The first three of the Jacobian matrices to be considered are of

the form

= J-1 [a 0(U,)/aU (29a)

B J-1[3 @(Vn)IUJ (29b)

- J-[8 )(W,E)/a U (29c)

where

pa

pUa + Bxp

0 (, s) = pva + B p (30)

pwa + Ozp

(eT+ p)a - Btp

16



Real gas effects impact the partial derivative terms only via terms of the

form

a E)(a, 0)
ap

which are readily obtained from the relations presented in Eq. (6).

The M R matrix is the Jacobian of the real gas analog of the S

matrix (which we will relabel as 9R). The formulation is

MR J-1 F1R/a^J] (31)

where

0," 1

-2 2 2 - ~
2(C + C2 + C ~ + (-31)(CxU¢ + C + Cz kx y z .~z~v x~y z

-2 2 2 +Q)(~ C +

Ux +Cy +Cz~ J;C ' Cx C y C z ;C)Z
.R J1(C 2+ C2 +C2 )+(0.5; (+x 2 + ;2 (32

x y z

+I*- +-jC + U Sc 1't Mgtp t
~~c ~ ~Tc 3e'~*~* - t + P 1 f

(• P 3 -k + ~ +;z)M

II+ (u+ + + + w

The top four elements in SR [SR(1), SR(2), SR(3), and SR(4 )] are

identical to the top four elements in and need not be modified. The

bottom element SR(5) contains the real gas contribution to the flux

divergence and is significantly different from the corresponding element

S(5).

17



Derivatives of the various thermodynamic and transport properties

are required in order to support evaluation of the aSR/aG elements

appearing in the MR matrix. The properties in question include T, h, u,

Sc, Cp , and Pr. The turbulent Prandtl and Schmidt numbers will be
Pf

taken to be constants (Prt = 0.9, Sct - 0.9), while the eddy viscosity

is dealt with separately.

Let x(p, p) represent any one of the properties of interest (i.e.,

T, h, u, . • .. The chain rule is used to obtain the total derivative

-x P dp + - odp

= 3). P

allowing dp to be obtained, i.e.

dp = (dx - -33) d)I I '-(33)

and substituting this result into Eq. (5) to obtain

deT= Rdx - 2 + v2 + w2  2p R d

+ u d(pu) + v d(pv) + w d(pw) (34)

where

, .-. 9a n I,R (35)
ax

Eq. (34) can be used to generate all of the partial derivatives for each

of the properties. Thus,

*.- pu, pv, ow, eT R 0p p ap+ 2 (36)

k"") Iax u ( 37 )3 pu10, Pv, pw, eT -R(

18



. 'v v

,. P, out Pw, eT  (8

Q."A w ]- (39)DOIP, pu, pv, eT R

p pU, pV, eT R (9

aTltput Pv, ow 1 (40)

which completes the formulation of the property derivatives.

The partial derivatives asR/ U are obtained by substituting

finite difference relations for the quantities i', C , 'W' T then

using the chain rule on the resulting expression. This is a

straightforward operation yielding a lengthy result which will not be

presented here.

4. Shock Fittin

Shock fitting procedures are employed in the evaluation of both

unsteady and steady-state supersonic flows to determine the position of

the bow shock wave and some of the flow and thermodynamic variables behind

it. Initially, the pressure behind the bow shock (P2 ) is obtained by

explicitly integrating a combination of the equations of motion from the

wall to the shock. Knowing P2 allows the shock velocity (unsteady

flows) or slope (steady-state flows) to be determined from the

Rankine-Hugoniot relations. The variable (shock velocity or slope)

obtained from this evaluation is then used to obtain the new shock

position by propagating the shock in the C-direction along constant and

n lines. Real gas effects enter the formulations via the Rankine-Hugoniot

relations. The details follow for both the unsteady and steady-state

shock fitting procedures.

19
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In the unsteady flow formulation, the shock is allowed to move

outward away from the body with a velocity qs in the shock normal

direction. The sign conventions for qs and the other important velocity

components are shown in Fig. 1. The shock velocity is given by the relatic

q'="" (41)

where ul is the component of the freestream velocity vector qj

directed toward the shock along the shock normal, and Uss is the

velocity vector the shock would have if ql were set to zero while

holding p2/pI fixed. The vector -_s can also be viewed as the

freestream velocity component in the shock normal direction required to

maintain a steady-state shock wave of pressure ratio p2/Pl.

*The unknown velocity vectors are obtained by simple manipulation of

the vector relations starting with U which is obtained by

i q(42)

- where ns is the unit vector in the shock normal direction. It follows that

= U1 x i + Viy j + wlz k] (43)

where

x y z

and ul, vI , w, are the components of _q and Cx, Cu, z are

the coordinate metrics. The variable'- can be obtained directly for

a perfect gas from the relation

-. ss 1- (45)

20
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and its known direction. The replacement formulation including real gas

effects requires two steps. First, the density behind the shock is

obtained from the relation

*~P + (1 + 202

2]02 p 2 + (1 + 201) P1  
(46)

which is the real gas analog of the perfect gas relation

E(Y + liP 2 + (Y - 1) P(

P2= Pl (Y + up + (Y- 1)

which also appears in the perfect gas formulation. Having obtained both

the pressure and density behind the shock, fuss is readily obtained

from the Rankine-Hugoniot relation

luSsl = ( () (48)

or in final form

U ss I -lUss ir y]m (49)

The velocity component can also be evaluated behind the shock (i.e.,

s2 ). This variable is interpreted as the shock normal component of

velocity required to maintain a steady-state shock of pressure ratio

P21PI" It is evaluated from the relation

u u (50)
.ss2 -2 Ussl

21
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or

p1lUss I

U55 2= m + y j +z Q

The components of velocity tangent to the shock wave (v, v2 ) are

given by

v1 =: 2 =-1 -q 1  (52)

or

which completes the evaluation of the components needed to evaluate q2 -

The velocity components are added in the manner illustrated in

Fig. 1 to yield

+ V 2  q (54)

which becomes

-u + u1 - u i --" (55)

after substituting in Eqs. (41), (49), and (51). The components of q2

are readily evaluated from Eqs.(48) and (54) as

u2 =u l +B 1 xl

v2 = V1 + B C /m (56)
2 1 y

w= W + B Cz/m

22



where

2) P 2 - -) (1 -1) (57)

Eq. (56) is identical to the analogous relation in the perfect gas

formulation. Equation (57) is significantly different in that B is

related to perfect gas variables as

+ ![( + P2

"l +1)-f + Of- )

Equations (47), (56), and (57) represent the changes to the

unsteady flow shock fitting procedure associated with real gas effects.

The remaining formulation is unchanged from the perfect gas formulation as
3

described by Kutler and Pedelty.

For the PNS application, the velocity component normal to the shock

is obtained from a real gas version of the Rankine-Hugoniot relation

1 (P1 - P2 )[P1 
+ (1 + 202) P2]

u I _ (59)

which is used in place of the equivalent perfect gas relation

*~ 1 ) p2 + (y -1I) P1 60

u11 2o, (60)

The metrics at the shock are obtained either from coordinate

transformation relations ( x, nx, Ex) or from numerical

23



',%differentiation (for y ny nz , cy, CZ) in the crossflow

plane. The formulation for these relations is unchanged by the

introduction of real gas effects, e.g.

-2 2 -2 2 2)]2
Ul(w 1  +V 1c ) [( WlC z  Vl 2 - -u 161)

,-2 u z1

and

.. ~ / ny +  znz

X( 2 +4 Z (62)

A typical point on the shock is propagated using the following

equations:

z j+1 zi + zj a&

1 (63)

y j+= yj + y A)

where

z = (n yx - nxcy)/J

(64)
!& = (nx€ z - nz€x)/(

The density component behind the shock wave is calculated from the real

gas relation

1 (1 + 20 2 )p2 (

2  ( 1 + + 2 1)Plj (65)

which is used in place of the perfect gas relation

(Y 1)P2 + (Y UPI (66
2= l (y + l)p I + (.-Y lP 2 J (66)

24



and, finally, the velocity components behind the shock are found from

u-u + B /M(72 1 ss x

v2 =v I  Bss ¢ylm (67)

w2 =w I Bss Cz/m

where

B = Ii1 1 - 1/p2) (68)

which completes the formulation.

5. Implementation in PNS Code

The flowfield procedures obtain real gas properties from tabulations

stored in memory. The data in the tables is generated prior to and sepa-

rate from the flowfield calculation. Tabular data for air was obtained
4 5

from well established compilations ' and is presently included in the

code. Data for environments other than air can be generated using a
6

procedure discussed elsewhere . The material presented herein discusses

the data requirements, the format of the tables, the searching procedures

employed, and the interpolation relations used to obtain data between

table entries.

The independent variables employed are log p and log p/po , where
10 1

PO is the density of air at standard conditions (Po = 1.225 x 10- 3 gm/cm3 ).

The dependent variables include four thermodynamic variables, three trans-

port properties, and two partial derivatives of transport properties.
pRT pa 2 _

The thermodynamic properties appear in the format €, a C
p , p , f P

The transport properties appear in the format v, Pr, and Sc. In addition,

• The real gas viscosity data never reduces to the Sutherland formula
exactly, so small differences will always exist between real gas and
perfect gas predictions.

25



entropy is related to pressure and density via the relation

R exp (Ys-1) R (69)0 R

where the effective specific heat ratio -y is also tabulated as a

function of log P and log - For air the reference condition

" 10 PO 10 PO
i'. So

0 was set to 23.5372.
R

Each of the tabulated properties is evaluated at the last marching

step as known functions of pressure and density, then frozen and treated

as being independent of x (or ) in the evaluation of the equations at

the current marching step. The approach is successful because each of

the tabulated properties is a slowly varying function of axial distance.

26
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SECTION III

CALCULATIONS

Calculations have been carried out for a single model geometry

flying at three interesting flight conditions. The results obtained

allow an assessment to be made of the effects of the real gas equation

of state and transport properties on the prediction of the aerodynamic

and aerothermodynamic environments.

1. Model Geometry

The model consists of a cone-cylinder with an 8 degree half angle

conical tip, 0.075-inch radius spherical nose bluntness, 1.4 inch diam-

eter body and an overall length of 11.20 inches (eight caliber).

2. Flight Conditions

The flight conditions for each of the three cases considered are

given in Table 1.

Table 1

Flight Conditions

Case Number

1 2 3

Mach Number 6 8 10

Angle of Attack (deg.) 2 2 2

Free Stream
Static Temp. (OR) 530 530 530

Static Pressure (atm) 1 1 1

Wall Temperature (OR) 530 530 530

Reynolds No. (in-1x10 -6 ) 3.615 4.82 6.025
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3. Surface Grid

The surface geometry was generated using the FLAG=2 option (see

Ref. 2), plus a surface geometry file having 45 points in the circum-

ferential half-plane and, finally, used in conjunction with a virtual

orgin situated .45865 inch upstream of the nose (used to generate the

spherical cap and the conical surface). All output from the computer

is referenced to the virtual origin, not the nose of the model.

4. Starting Conditions

The blunt body code of Kutler et a13 was used to generate a flowfield

solution over the spherical cap of the model for each case considered.

The output from each solution consists of two planes of data to be used

to start PNS code calculations. For each of the cases considered, the

downstream data plane was situated at a distance x = .0587 inch from

the nose which is just upstream of the tangency point at x = .06456 inch

from the nose. At the starting plane, the surface slope is at an angle

of 12.550 to the axis, so that most of the very rapid expansion associated

with the nose cap is over.

The Kutler et a13 blunt body code is a perfect gas code which was used

only because no alternative real gas code of this type was available.

Consequently, the starting solutions were always somewhat inconsistent

with the real gas PNS solutions. The sensitivity of the Case 3

solution to this inconsistency was assessed as part of the calculation

matrix.

5. Downstream Solutions

An initial set of solutions was calculated to establish the validity

of the prediction procedure. Our objective was to assess the sensitivity
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of the solutions to the arbitrary inputs which must be adopted in making

calculations. The following issues are of particular concern and were

addressed:

(1) Does either the position of the starting plane of data and/or

the interpolations needed to start the calculations have any

lasting effect on the nature of the downstream solution?

(2) It is necessary to introduce arbitrary transition regions

to gradually change the flowfield from perfect gas to real

gas and/or from laminar to turbulent flow. Do the features

of the transition region selected have any lasting effect

on the nature of the downstream solution? The transition

region was never allowed to extend beyond .1787 inch down-

stream from the nose.

(3) Damping and/or smoothing parameters must be selected and em-

ployed to stabilize calculations. Do they have any lasting

effect on the nature of the downstream solutions?

(4) The distance from the wall to the first grid point off the

wall (DS) must be selected arbitrarily and must be small

enough to maintain accuracy but large enough to maintain

stability. Can suitable values be found? An initial DS

of .0006 inch was selected for laminar flows while .0004

inch was selected for turbulent flows.

It was found that the selection of the damping and smoothing parameters

have, by far, the most important effect on the nature of the downstream

solution. Indeed, the selection of excessive damping parameters (par-

ticularly EA andB Ref 2) were found to change the qualitative features of

2
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solutions. Values of EA = .05 and cB = .10 yielded acceptable solutione,

both in terms of accuracy and stability, and were selected for the final

calculations. Changing the other arbitrary inputs tended to move the

solutions around a little. Fortunately, such changes tended to have the

-' same kinds of effects on both the perfect gas and the real gas solutions

and, consequently, were not of much concern for the purposes of the

present study.

Flowfields over slender, spherically capped cones have been studied

by a number of investigators. The results of Harris 7 are presented in

Figure 2 as an example where a = 0, RN : .5 inch, M. 8 and the conical

half angle is 7 degrees. As shown, the pressure drops rapidly arould the

nose cap, overexpands, then recovers slowly to the conical pressure. The

recovery to the conical pressure can be measured in tens of nose diameters,

* an effect associated with the strong entropy layer in the shock layer.

Increasing (or decreasing) either the angle of attack or the conical half

angle decreases (or increases) the distance required to recover the conical

pressure.

Axial pressure distributions obtained in the present study are pre-

sented in Figures 3, 4 and 8. They all display the expected qualitative

features. Moreover, the M = 8 pressure distributions given in Figure 8

are in acceptable agreement with the Figure 2 results considering the

differences in Reynold's Number, angle of attack and cone half angle.

The M = 10 solutions are presented in Figures 3 to 6 in the forebody

region. It was felt that real gas effects would be present here if they

are going to be present anywhere. An examination of the starting plane

of data showed that real gas effects were clearly important there. Real

gas pressures differed by as much a 25% from their perfect gas counterparts.
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However, by the time the flow is allowed to expand and cool through the

transition region and progress downstream far enough to establish a valid

PNS solution, the effect is never more than a few percent. Pressure dis-

tributions for the two pitch planes are given for laminar flow in

Figure 3. Pressure distributions for the two pitch planes are given for

turbulent flow in Figure 4. Similar effects are shown for heat transfer

in Figures 5 and 6.

The fact that the heat transfer rates and pressure distributions are

changed very little does not imply that the structure of the shock layer

is virtually unchanged, however. To illustrate the point, the temperature

distribution across the shock layer for x = 2.053 inches at the wind-

ward pitch plane is shown in Figure 7. As shown, the perfect gas temper-

atures are about 450 OR higher than the real gas temperatures at the maxi-

mum temperature of the entropy layer. However, both perfect gas and real

gas distributions become nearly identical at both shock front and wall

boundaries.

To complete the calculation matrix, the M = 6 and M = 8 cases were

run and are presented in Figures 8 and 9 along with the entire M. = 10

results. The real gas effects on the M = 10 is small, while the effects

of real gas on the other two solutions cannot be separated from uncertain-

ties in the solution procedure and can be viewed as negligible.

I
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SECTION IV

CONCLUDING REMARKS

On the basis of the present study, the following conclusions have

been reached regarding the real gas effects on the prediction of flow-

fields about Army projectiles:

o There appears to be a moderately significant effect on the

nose of the vehicle where temperatures and pressures are high

and molecular dissociation is enhanced. However, this conclu-

sion is tentative since the PNS code used in the present study

is not applicable to the nose cap region of the flow.

o Real gas effects change the heating rates and pressure distri-

butions by a few percent. Even this small effect disappears

after 1 or 2 inches of axial length.

o Real gas effects are important in determining the interior

structure of the shock layer where the temperatures can be

changed significantly.
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